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ABSTRACT 
A study was conducted under controlled laboratory conditions using 
an aircraft shnulator to asseSs the effectiveness of four types of displays 
for presenting pilot wal'ning information. Displays investigated were a 
simple auditory alarm, the Iv1atrix Display, the Hedge Display, and the 
Dunlap Auditory Display (DAD). Based on the results of the study, it 
appears appropriate to conclude that visual surveillance of outside air-
space has a detrimental effect on control performance and that PWI dis-
plays can be successfully employed to aid pilots in detecting and locating 
aircraft. Simulator pilots were able to detect and locate both single and 
ll1ultiple targets with the greatest speed using the Matrix Display. Visually 
searching for targets with this display also produced an insignificant re-
duction in control performance. There appears to be little, if any, differ-
ence in detection speed between the Matrix and Hedge Displays when used 
to find single targets. The Matrix Display, however, is significantly 
superior to the Hedge Display when multiple targets (two or three) appear 
simultaneously. 
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HU1\11AN FACTORS PROGRAM FOR THE COOPERATIVE 
,PILOT WARNING INDICATOR SYSTEM 
by Leroy L. VaUerie 
Dunlap and Associates, Inc. 
One Parkland Drive 
Darien, Connecticut 06820 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The increase in air traffic and the consequent increase in the number of mid:-
air collisions have created serious safety problems which demand an immediate 
solution. Aircraft accident reports indicate that the highest percentage of mid-
air collisions occur in the vicinity of airports under conditions of good visibility 
and involve private light aircraft. Many of these accidents could have been pre-
vented if pilots were able to maintain adequate visual surveillance outside their 
aircraft,. especially in terminal areas around airports. Adequate visual sur-
veillance, however, is extremely difficult if not impossible since pilots must 
simultaneously attend to other tasks involving the primary control of their air-
craft. Military operations, in particular, make surveillance of the outside air-
space even more difficult since they usually require pilots to give the most 
attention to th"eir cockpit instruments and little to the outside airspace. Collision 
avoidance, therefore, appears to be beyond the natural ability of pilots, especially 
in view of their visual limitations and high wOI'kload requirements. 
One solution to the problem of mid-ail" collisions has been to improve the 
visibility of aircraft through various means. These involve the use of £luores:-
cent paint,. rotating beacons, and smoke I contrail generation. Several commer-
cial airlines, for example, presently employ the Aircraft Recognition Light 
System (ARLS), which consists of a high intensity xenon light with high output 
in the visible range. Such devices do, in fact, increas'e the visibility of aircraft; 
however, they do not warn the inattentive pilot or aid him in directing his gaze 
to the location of the hazard in his immedi;.?,ie environment. Merely improving 
the visibility of ah"craft still does not ensure that they will be detected in suffi-
cient time for the pilot to take ('.ollision avoidance action~ Visibility improvement, 
therefore, does not mean that detection. will take place at a great enough range 
for sufficient warning; i. e., visibility is not synonymous with detectability • 
Visibility refers to the ability to see or discriminatf~--knowing when and 
where some object will appear in the visual field. In contrast, detectability 
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r~£~rs to tho liability" of the stimulus to draw the pilot's attention to itself' with-
out the pilot knowing when or where the obj cct will appear. Detecting an 
aircraft, tnere!orc, is quite different from seeing it. The essential difference 
betwcen these two visual functions involv~s the cO;1cept of attention. The span 
of visual attention. doc s not include tho entil'c visual field at anyone instance of 
time. Hance, a pilot normally sees and attends to only that which he is looking 
at with his central vision while he scans his cockpit instruments and the outside , 
airspace. Since there is a low probability that a threatening aircraft will fall 
dircctly in his line of sight, especially in view of his high visual workload, he 
must rely on his abi.lity to detect aircraft with his peripheral vision. The threat-
ening ail-craft, therefore, must produce a sufficient change- -either in brightness, 
color, size, etc., to draw the pilot l s attention to itself; 1. e .• the initial alert is 
induced involuntarily in the periphery in most cases. 
No doubt, techniques for improving tl~e viSibility of aircraft will assist in 
making them more detecta,ble in the periphery. However, such techniques do 
not ensure that detection will occur since the pilot may be attending to other 
aspects of his envirqiunent and t.he threatening aircraft is not conspicuous enough 
either to draw his attention or to warn him in sufficient ti%l1e for evasive 
maneuvering. Consequently, initial detection should not rely primarily on the 
pilot's vi.sual mechani Sm, but rather. on an automatit. detection and warnirlg sys-
tern which would augment his visual capability and always be attentive. Such a 
. system would not be subject to human limitations involving the physiology of the 
eye, latencies in visual scanning, fatigue, limi..1d information precessing capa-
city, and other factors involving atmospheric conditions which interfere with 
normal visual detection. 
In designing a Pilot Warning Indicator (PWI) system, the question arises 
concerning such factors as the alnount of time constituting a safe margin for 
detection and collision avoidance. Unfortunately, no simple n'leasure is 
available. At a FAA oyn'lposium on pilot warning instruments, a warning time 
of "3 miles plus .30 seconds" was recommended (Proceedings, 1967). Taking 
aircraft speeds into account, minimum warning ranges recommended were 
2 to 3 nm for aircraft speeds of 150 kts. and 5 to 6 nm for aircraft speeds of 
300 kts. Ot:hel' factors to be considerEld involve cost, since it is unlikely that 
civilian light. aircraft pilots could be expected to purchase and install an expen-
sive system. If the system were effective and yet lnexpensive it could be made 
mandatory. To be effective, the system would also have to be capable of 
multi -tar get detection. 
Tests carried out by the FAA indicate that a PWI can significantly irnorove 
a pilot's ability to locate other aircraft. These tests also indicated that alerting 
the pil'ot to the IImere presence" of another aircraft is of some value; however, 
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the big ilnl)1·ovon1.unts come whC::l.accurate ir,forrnation is given t:o the pilot in 
both aziniuth and elovntion planes. In summary, the basic requirements for an 
t!ffuctive PWI systoni include tho provision of an initial alert as well as an carly 
indication of tho visual locations of threatening aircraft. The system rnust also 
be rolatively inexpensive, and adaptable to a.ny one of a variety of light planes. 
In response to thoso requirements and in "he interest of public safety . 
NAc;A .. ERC has developed a cooperative PWI system basud on the d(~tection of 
infrared energy ornittod by a xenon light source. The filensor I~mploys a diffused 
silicon detector. Tests conductC'''l by ERe indicate that the s~rstem. is capable of 
mUlti-target detection in excess of 3 to 5 miles. Under conditions where haze 
limited visibility to 3 miles, the source was a.till detectable, so t1:.at the system 
WilS effective from clear weather conditions dOwn to VFR minimums. The system 
is envisioned as ultimately being capable of presenting the pilot with a 'l .... 'ning 
alert as well as position information on aircraft in the proxfLmal airspac I This 
information would be presented to the pilot through a display system which is 
now under development and is the primary concern of the present research 
endeavor. 
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II. PWI DISPLAYS 
Tho ti~nsol.·s of the NASA PWI are expected to pick up aircraft some seconds 
before the pilot would norlnally S~(! them visually. even if he knows their loca-
tion. Visual detection. time and range, of CDurse, depend on such factors as 
ail'craft 1izl~, Cl'OSS section and time of day_ However, it is es~imatcd that, on 
the aV~l"age, aircra£i will be visible within two soconds or lp1s after the senSQrs 
have detected the sigllal. In order to be (!£iective arId to takt: full advantage of 
system capabilities, the display must demand the pilot's immediate attention and 
aid him in directing his gaze to the location of the threatening aircraft with.out 
wasting precious tin"le in visual seaTch. Lag times by the pilot in utilizing such a 
display must, therefore, be hcl,l to an absolute minimurn. Lag times which 
should be given primary consideration in the desigt" of a PWI display arc those dne 
to attention switching between and within sensory input channels and those due to 
visual switching between info:&'~Ination sources. For example, visually switching 
the point of fixation between near and far locations succes sively, in a task that 
includes visual aCll.ity, recognition, and response, has been shown to be 1. 06 sec. 
(Travis 1948). In the same vein, the time required to shift fixation from the 
environment outside a cockpit to an inside instrument and then back again has 
been shown to exceed two seconds (Wul£eck, 1958). Hence, a saving of seconds 
at the point of display input to the pilot wou~.d be worthwhile. This saving could 
also be cumulative since there is interaction fron" tnput to output. 
The traditional approach to the design of a PWI display would probably be 
to provide a simple auditory alarn1 for alerting the pilot, and to indicate air ... 
craft location by means of a conventional visual display mounted on the cockpit 
instrument panel. The visual display might take many forms and would most 
likely indicate azimuth and elevation of the threatening aircraft. It would be the 
pilot's task to translate this information to the outside environment once alerted 
by the auditory alarm. Without detailing the time lags and inaccuracies involved 
in the dwcection process, it is quite evident that such a display system would 
require the pilot to shift his visual fixation back and forth between hi.s instrument 
panel and the outside environment, a th-rte {'onsw,rnil:.g and inaccurate process. 
Such shifting of visual fixation or scanning ~p.~tr~rr~~nts and the outsine airspace 
r.H.:come increasingly difficult as the worklof':!,d on the pilot increases. The pilot 
workload is at its highest point in the vicinity of airports - ... precisely where 
collision avoidance information is required. A display system whi.ch requires 
visual switching, therefore, would waste time, interfere with the pilot's abi:ity 
to perform tasks as soci~ied with the control of his aircraft, and would place the 
task of transferring displayed position information to the outside environment 
on his shoulders • 
. . 
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An. a1t4.~rn~i.te approach n1ight be to install a head-up Pl'ojoction display to 
,,°c.1<.htcc 01: elil1'l.il'latc the amount of visual switching involved in the detection 
procoss. Such a sy~3tmn might bo justified i.n the case of commercial jet air-
crafti 11owovor, the high cost eliminates such sophistication in small planeR 
and should not be given serious consideration if other less expensive configura-
tions can be developed, 
In addition to cost, there are other factors which must be considered in the 
design of a PWI display. For example, the display must fit into all aircraft 
currently being built and capable of retrofit to all kinds of aircraft built in the 
past. The display also must not interfere with existing cockpit instrument panels 
and mu.st be compatible with projected cockpit configurations. 
In view of the a'bove considerations, tr.L~"ee design concepts have been 
developed f01" the display of PWI info7.'mation. These concepts appear to hold 
promise but require careful examina.tion and testing under controlled conditions 
in order to assess theil- effectiveness. 
A. The Matrix Display 
The Matrix Display consists oJ a matrix of almost invisible wires embedded 
in the aircraft windshield. it gt.,dt'l of wheat lamp is installed at every inter-
section of the wires. An illum:inated lamp alerts the pilot and indicates the 
. location of threatening aircraft in the surrounding airspace. The pilot merely 
locates the illuminated lamp and searches "through" it in the projected cone 
area of his line of sight. Flashi ng is used to improve the attention- getting 
quality of this la:tnp. Range information could be encoded by varying the !lash 
rate of intensities of the lamp_ An auditory warning device would normaUv "IJe 
employed with the Matrix Display to provide the pilot with an initial warniIJ.g 
alert and to enhance the visual signal. 
In a test model, #36 wire was used for ease of installation in the simulated 
windshield. A wire size as small as #50 coul.d be used in the operational dis-
play. Once in production" the smaller size could be handled without difficulty. 
When the test model wires and lights were installed in a Piper Cherokee, the 
pilot experienced no interfer.ence in his surveillance of environment. Pinlite 
Co. Model 15 -15 or 15 -45 lamps with a diarneter no mOre than O. 0'30 inches. 
were used; thus, the ratio of windshield area covered by wires and lights was 
roughly 1/7000, small enough not to interfere with the pilot's field of view. 
. , 
" 
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B. Hedge Display (Heads-up, Edge Lighted) 
The Hedge Display consists of strings of lights in the periphery of the 
pilot's visual field, a horizontal string below the normal line of Isight of the 
pilot along the bottom fr;).me of the windshield, and the vertical string or strings, 
to his side, along: the vertical frame(s) of the windshield. A plane is indicated " 
by the synchro. ,16 flashing of two sets of lights, one on the hori:?iontal x-axis 
and one of the vertical y-axis. The location of the plane is in the: area of a line 
of sight through the implicit intersection of the coordinates of the two sets of 
lights. 
The Hedge Display was installed in a Piper Cherokee to dete:rmine the ieasi-
bili ty of such a display configuration. It was found that a pilot could indicate a 
"non-displayed" target with considerable accuracy and with no training. Only 
single pairs of lights were tested during this flight. Two pairs of three lights 
would be employed in the operational model. To accommodate mUltiple aircraft .. 
the synchrony of pairs of flashes differs for each aircraft. Increased directedness 
toward the point of inter section is effected by using three lights flashed in quick 
succession, as in some car turn-signals. An auditory signal would be employed 
with the display to alert the pilot whenever the number of planes within range of 
his sensor s increased. The number of beeps sounded could be made to correspond 
to the number of planes on potential collision COUl'ses. 
C. Dunlap Auditory Display (DAD) 
The Dunlap Auditory Display (DAD) is designed to utilize auditory signals 
to provide a.n initial warning alert as well as location indices on the position of 
threatening aircra£t~ Auditory warning signals are conside:r.ed best for alerting 
the pilot of imminent danger, since they are omnidirec tional and attf.;ntion 
demanding. For this reason, an auditory sigual is used in conjuncti.on with both 
t~ Matrix and Hedg.e Displays, discussed above. 
In the DAD system, the fact that man possesses two ears and is able to 
distinguish change s in pitch, is taken advantage of as a raeans of providing air-
craft position information. ~hree speakers are mounted in the cockpit around 
the pilot- -one on his left, one in front, and one on his right side; each speaker 
corresponding to a sector of airspace su,rrounding his aircraft. When a plane 
enters a sector, a signal is sounded for approxhnately 1/2 second through the 
appropriate speaker giving relative azimuth. Relative elevation is indicated by 
varying the pitch of the signal. Hence, the p.ilot simultaneously receives both 
a warning alert and an indication of aircraft pnsition. When the threatening 
aircraft is at the same altitude, pitch remain~ constant; when it is higher or 
lower, pitch. is .swept either 500 Hz above or below a 2500 Hz signal which is 
-, 6 -
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C].'l:').ployed as the base !l·(~qucncy. The 2500 Hz base frequency is generated by a 
silnplc square wave generator whi.::h produces an impure and annoying tone. 
Since th~ car acts as a flocqucncy analyzer. periodic signals can be detected in 
noise even. when thoy arc considerably weaker than their hackground. This is 
true £01' both pure ani.!. complex tone s. 
To ensure that signals employed in the DAD system could be easily heard 
against aircraft noise, sound recordingf:! and sound pressure readings were 
obtained c.urillg flight ill a single engine light aircraft. Levels were found to 
range froln <)0 to 102 db with the highest levels in the lower frequency bands. 
During a pilot study in the laboratory, the recorded noise was reproduced at the 
lneasured levels and auditol'y signals tested for their distinguishability \lnder 
realistic conditions. The results of this study indicat.e that a 2500 hz signal 
could be easily heard even when it was 20 db below the average noise level of 
95 db. For this reason the DAD system is considered feasible for operational 
use even under conditions of high ambient noise. 
The multiple tar get situation is not easily handled by an auditory display 
system since hearing is a ten.1poral sense rather than spatial, as is the case 
with vision. In the DAD system, the situation is handled by activating the 
three speakers in sequence for an interval of two seconds each. Multiple air-
craft in one sector, therefore, are indicated by a series of auditory signals 
sounded in quick succes sian. The appropriate nurrlber of signals would be 
repeated again six seconds later provi.ded both aircraft remained in the same 
sector. The pilot is not expected to count the number of signals but merely to 
pay more attention to the sector with the largest number of signals. By 
employing this technique (1. e., speaker sequencing at periodic intervals), it 
appears feasible to use an auditory system to display multiple targets. 
As is the case with. any simple visual display for the PWI system, DAD 
only aids the pilot in bringing his attention to that portion of the airspace 
containing the intr;J.ding aircraft. The pilot still must locate the aircraft 
visually. An auditory system, however I is not limited by extreme va.riations 
in ambient illumination; e. g . .) flying into the sun, glare, and reflections. In 
addition, an auditory system would probably be less expensive, adaptable to a 
greater number of aircraft cockpits, and require less maintenance than a 
visual display system. 
Any of the above-mentioned display systems will provide the pilot with a 
warning alert and aid him in visually locating aircraft within his proximal 
airspace. Based on past research and theoretical considerations, it is 
difficult to determine which system would be the most effective one in the 
operational environment and holds the greatest promise £01' further development. 
! 
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An ef£ect:ve systenl is one which demands the pilot's immediate attention and 
accurately directs his gaze to the thrca,t without wasting precious time in 
visual search. These activities mUdt ta.ke place even under conditions of high 
workload where the pilot ' s visual mechanism and his capacity fur information 
proces sing are being taxed to their maximum extent by those tasks involving 
the basic control of his aircraft. For these reasons, display concepts for the 
PWI system must be assessed and evaluated based primarily on actual per-
formance data collected during ongoing aircraft type control tasks. As an initial 
step, this can best be accomplished under controlled cOf.ditions in the laboratory 
using aircraft simulation equipment. A laboratory study was undertaken by 
Dunlap and Associates, Inc., to obtain performance data on the above-mentioned 
displays and to evaluate them with pal"ticular emphasis on the human factor 
aspects of their design. The primary purpose of this report is t<.) describe the 
results of this study. 
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III. METHOD 
Displays for the PWI System were cornpared an.d evaluated on the basis of 
pcrform~nco data collected under controlled conditions during a laboratory 
study. Performance data consisted of the speed with which simulator pilots 
d(1tcctcd and located targ{~ts while performing a two-dimensional control task. 
The control task was employed as a means of loading the pilot a,,i he wC/uld be 
ill the actuc.l operational environm.ent, and involved the correction of error s in 
pitch (x) ar,d 1'011 (y) by means of corr~pensating tracking using a hand control 
and an oscilloscope display. While ptn-forming this task, the pilot was also 
required to detect and locate targets with and without the aid of the three PWI 
displays discus sed above. 
A. Control Task 
Error information for the control task was presented to the pilot on an 
oscilloscope by rneans of displacing a dot from the center of the screen. The 
pilot
' 
s task was to null the errors in pitch and roll by centering the dot using 
a pr es sure stick hand control. The stick was situated directly in front of the 
pilot and oriented vertically for us~ with the right hand. The control-display 
relationship was arranged in an "outside in" configuration; the pilot moved the 
stick in oppo sition to the direction of movement in order to null the error s in 
pitch and roll. 
The screen was 34. 6 cm on the diagonal and was located in front of the 
pilot, slightly below his line of sight at a distance of 2. 42 meters. The 
screen was located at this relatively great distance to ensure that the pilot's 
eyes were acco:mmodated and converged for distance as would be the case in 
the operational environment. A greater distance could not be used because of 
the physical limitations of the laboratory area provided for the study. 
The difficulty level and scoring of the control task was accomplished by 
using a technique developed by Kelley (1962). This technique involved the use 
of self-adjusting loops in the control circuits of the simulator. Conventionally, 
a variable score is employed to represent the pilot's performance in Iii task of 
fixed difficulty. In this case, a score representing the desired performance 
(error tolerance) was fixed and the difficulty of the task varied automatically 
as a function of the pilot's performance to produce the fixed performance score. 
The difficulty level achieved and maintained was the performance index for the 
contro1task. 
A block diagram of the simulator is shown in Figu're 1. Detailed circuit 
diagrams are presented in Figure$) A-I through A-6 of the.Appendix. Equations of 
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1l1.otion were programmed on an analog computer to provide second-ordel' 
dynamics £01' the contl'ol task. The second derivative of the simulator output 
was obtained by summing the outputs of the hand control and a disturbance 
function generator for the pitch and roll channels of the control task. 
The disturbance function generators were programmed to produce accelera .. 
tion error 5 via an adaptive loop in each control channel. Each generator con-
sisted of three independent sirewave oscillators. The frequencies of oscillation 
(~e~ Appendix) were selected to generate a random waveform whose period was 
long e'nough to prevent the pilot from memorizing or anticipating the control task 
inputs. The amplitude of the swnmed frequencies from the oscillators was 
controlled by the adaptive loop. 
The pilot's task was to null the inpu.t error s using a pres sure stick control. 
As the error in either pitch or roll was decreased and approached zero, the 
adaptive loop caused an increase in the output of the disturbance function 
generator and a greater error to be displayed to the operator. The adaptive loop 
equation for both control channels was of the form: 
C . = K 
T 
teL -i'El)dt + Cinitial 
o 
C = the percent of disturbance, a higher value denoting 
better performance 
eL = the "error threshold" or error criterion the task 
is to meet 
lEI = the absolute error 
K = a coefficient governing the rate of increase or decrease of C 
\Vhenever the error was les s than criterion, task difficulty increased. When 
error was greater than criterion, however, difficulty decreased and the task 
became easier. Thus, the task was adjusted to the difficulty level that produced 
eL units of error, and oscillated around that value.. Cinitial was set at zero at 
the beginning of each trial; 1. e., the pilot achieved a difficulty level which he 
cound control at the error threshold (eL) which was preset at .33 of Emax~. 
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A rulutivuly high value of 1< was employed SCI the system would quickly respond 
to errOl'S I E I exceoding eL but without os cillating in an unc.ontrolied fashi.on. 
A rnulti-cho.nncl rcco)"der was used to recol'd the output from oach of the 
adaptive loops. This output is an lndex of the task difficulty level achieved by 
the pilot while he controlled the sim~:J.lator. A high score, therefore, indicates 
that a large amount of disturbance: could be maintained with'Ln the fixed per-
formance tolerances. Control performar..ce, of C'.ourse" was not of primary 
interest in this study since the control task was used primarily to load the pilot 
as he would be while flyi.ng and using the PWI System. Howover, these records 
were analyzed to identify any serious effects on control performance during those 
time periods in which a collision ale;:t was given to the pilot. 
B. Detection Task 
• ,w:-_ 
Of' primary interes t in the study was the relative s peed with which pilots 
detect z:.nd locate targets with the aid of the~ PWI display"s •. Four display conditions 
were presented to each pilot in a different order as a means of attenuating any 
adverse effects or biases which might have influenced their performance due to 
fatigue or learning. The displays investi.gated were the Matrix,:, the HedgeJ the 
DAD) and a control condition. The control condition was empl.oyed to obtain base-
• 
line data, During this condition, no dis play was used excc pt for an auditol"y 
warni.ng alarrn of 2,500 Hz, which announced the presence of a target but did not 
ai.d the pilottn directing his gaze to the ta.rget.1ocation. The alarm was also used 
with the Matrix and Hedge Displays, but not with DAD since it already makes use 
of auditory signals for indicating target position. Sound pressure level for both 
DAD and the auditory alarm was set and maintained at 75 db, which was 20 db 
below the average aircraft noise level (95 db) employed throughout the study. 
Targets for the detection task consisted of the letter !lXII embedded in a con-
fusion mfl-trix of crtpitalletters. Targets were presented randomly in twenty-
seven di+ferent locations in the matrix. The matrix was rnade up in the form of 
. 
35mm slides and displayed by means of three projectors on a large panoramic' 
screen. 'The screen was situ.ated at a distan.ce of 3.75 m from the pilot. Projec-
tors were fitted with remote controls and special J wi.de-angl~ lenses to fill the 
screen completf~ly. The screen subtended 190" of visual a,rc in. width and 38° 
in height. The average dens tty of the confus ion matrix Wias 145 letter s per 
square degree. 
A chin rest was used to hold the pilotls head in a relatively stationary posi-
tion. In this way,. it was possible to stabilize the. Matrix and PWI displays in 
his visual field as he viewed the oscilloscope display. He was allowed to turn 
his head in any directit)n as long as his chin remained on the rest. 
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Each pilot was givun a total of twenty-four tl°ials undor each of the four dis .. 
play cOl'lditiuns. Durin.g eight of these tl'i.als, multiple targets wcrc presented 
sin1.ultancoubly. 1v1ultiple targets were not: presented with the Dunlap Auditory 
Display due to cquipni.ent cost and time restrictions lnvolved ili dcv(:lopinb~ the 
necessary circuits for sequencing the speakers at periodic intervals. 
The pilot was required to detect and locate tar gets (X) as quickly as pos 8i-
ble and to depress a pushbutton with his left hand. An electr?nic timer was 
used to m,,:aSU1'C the speed with which targets were located in the confusion 
matrix. The timer was started at the instant of targct prcsentation and stopped 
by the pilot with his pushbutton. The experimenter.:-ccorded the elapsed time 
for targ(~t detection, reset the timer, and presented the next target(s). 
C. Suo;ccts 
-,-----" --
Six staff member s of Dunlap and As sociates, Inc., participated as simula .. 
tor pilots during the study. Eyesight was tested and determined to be within 
norrnal lilnits without corrective lenses using standard tests of, central and 
peripheral vision. These tests were carried out with a Ferree-Rand Perimeter 
and a Keystone Telebinocular. 
D. Procedure 
Standard instructions were given to the simulator pilots, They contained 
an explanation of the overall purpose of the study, the control and detection 
tasks, and the operation of the PWI displays. Care was taken not to bias the 
pilots in any, way. They were allowed to fixate any display in their visual field 
and to :move their heads provided they kept their chin on the re st. Each pilot 
received a total of one hour's training on the simulator and the various display 
configurations to ensure that he would be familiar with the display/ control 
relationship and the operation of the displays for the study. 
Each session consisted of twenty-four trials under one of the four display 
conditions, and lasted an av~rage of one hour except for those sessions in 
which the DAD was employed. The pilot spent the initial five minutes of each 
session in establishing and achieving a difficulty level for the control task which 
he attempted to maintain during the remainder of the ses sion. No tar gets were 
presented during the initial warm-up period. Throughout the entire study, 
aircraft noise, which had been recorded and measured during flight" wa~ played 
back in the simulator cockpit at an average level of 95 db. The laboratory roon1. 
was dimly illwninated to allow the use of projectors. Pilots were .. given knowledge 
of their' results at the completion of each ses sion,. 
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IV. RESUL'£S AND DISCUSSION 
Thu l)l·il:n.ary rcsults of the study D.rU indicated in Table I. The: tabla can ... 
tains t.ho avcrt1.ge tirn.o required by the sin1'lllatol' pilots to dot.oct and locate t.he 
ti.:tltgots as woll as the average degl'udation in control perforrnul1ce (percent 
dccroasc in C) associated with the use ,,)f each d:isplay systorn. The detoction 
tiL'l).e:::l, ill g(m.l.n4 al, lnay appear excessive when viewed in light of the opera ... 
tional requirel11.ents discussed abovc. Tin.'lc scores of this rnagnitude, however, 
\vcr'J not unexpected due to the l'lature of the confusion mo.tri.,,< 0.1').<1 the targets 
cl'nployed in the study. Targets were delibel'ately ChOS011 to bo difficult, and 
ill S01'no instances, almost impossible to locate without following a careful 
visual search procedure. For this roason, detection times should not be con-
sidcl"ed l'epresentative of those expected in real flight, but rather as indices 
of performance for the purpose of design evaluation in the laboratory. 
~ 
o 
H 
'l'ABLE I 
Average Time (Sec. ) For Target Detection and Percent 
Decrease in Control Performance 
Control 
Single 
Targets 
57' 
TARGETS 
Multiple 
Targets 
All 
Targets 
t:: Matrix § 
o 
u 
~ Hedge 
r-l p., 
tfJ 
H 
~ 
DAD N/A N/A 
~:;Decrease in control performance is significant at the 
5% level and cannot be reasonably attributed to chance 
fluctuation of scores. 
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.Au tihown in. the ta.blu t th~ lal."~c:~t o.111ount of thnc (55 ~cc(.md:;) wa.:;; 
~;PlJnt. in Ivcating tlll'gots under the c()nLrol condition in which a sinl.plo auditory 
ala.01U WU:.i ~a\ployud to alert tho pilot Ol Lhe t.arget' s prcHcnc~. 1\'(1 dircctio:1.al 
a'H)i~)tali\~1.! wn.fa givcn, i. o. I the pilot l~ncw a target was situa.ted in hi~ sirn.u-
lo.tiJd ah°tipa.cu but did not 10low \vhul:e to suarch for it. Au wn:; exrJect.ou, C(Jl'l.-
tl·vl .'1 thp ~ilnulutor, in both pitch and roll, WiJ.S advers uly aftuctcd to the 
highu::>t dugreu uncier this condition. Statistical tCfats revoaled that this 
ruunctiul'l. in conCl."ol pCriOr111anCC can. be;; con~ide:t:od rOlll B.nUllot. r.t.ttrilJ1.1t:ablc 
to chance iluctuatiol'l. of the pCl'fc>rn').nnco scores, "-rhis conclufJion is 0.1::;0 
ti~lppOl·t:...;d by ::;ta.ternun.ts lua.de by th~~ silnulllLOl.' pilots. 'rhu}' l'uported) for 
UXUi'llplu , that thoy could not give s\'lfiiciont attention to the conLJ .. ol uf tho air-
c:t."aft bl:rl1.ulutor Sil'lCe it l'oquircd 0. great aoal of chue to search f01" targets 
wh~:'l no dil'octiol'la.l aid WO.S pl'ovidcd by a PWI display. In C01'ltr~utJ litcle 
tin1c (10 l;)ccol'lds) was rcquirud to locate tar[~ots with tho Matrix Display_ As 
a C01'lSC'luoncc, there was relatively Sl1'lull and insignificant reduction in con-
tl!'ol.pe:r:£ol'l'l').unce with this display SYSCClr.'l. 
Avc:cagc detection tin1c with the Hodge Display was 17 seconds I a 
significant :i.-eduction whcl'). cOlllpa.rod to the time of 55 seconds for th~ con ... 
trol condition> but a signifiC!a11.t increase over lOs cconds obtained with the 
Matrix Display. In additivn, the reduction in contl'ol pel'forn'1nnce wit:h the 
Hedge W:lS not as great as that undel" the control condition. The average 
reduction was 17% which was not found to be Significantly different from ze1"O 
and can be attributed to chance flnctuation of the perfolmance scores. Some 
con£usiol'J. in using the Hedge .Display was reported by the simulator pilots. 
Difficulty was experienced in identifying the correct pairs of lamps corres ... 
ponding to a target search area when multiple targets Wi:~:r.e presented 
simultaneously. Evidently, this diff:tculty explains the rather high detection 
t·cn1.e of 25 seconds for multiple targets with the Hedge, as can be seen in 
the table. 
Of particulal' interest during the study was per£c.rn"lance with DAD, a 
sl11.1ple system employing three speakers 1 situated around the pilot, to pl'ovidc 
gross diroctional iniorl'nation. This systen'l might be considered the next step 
up the ladder of c on1 .. plexlty and cos t frOlTI a shnple auditory warning alarn1 
which was utilized during the control condition..Target azimuth. information 
was presented by simply activating the appropriate speaker or pairs of speak-
<31'S. Elevation il1.£orlnation was provided by sweeping a base signal of 2500 
~ 
Hz either up or down 500 Hz. With this system, average search time was 
reduced to less than half of that obtained with the simple auditury wal"ning 
alarln. There was also a reduction in the adverse effects on control perfor-
mance. Based on these results, it would appear appropriate to continue the 
development of DAD as a cost ... effective systen"l for private light aircraft. 
Unfortunately, time al1.d cost restrictions only allowed the development of a 
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lJin'lph: !\.1ut.liiJility lnodol (.If DAD lor thi~ btu{ly. FOl' thi::s rau:-;on, it wac not 
;Jostii1>lu to tCgt the disrJla.y \vith ll.1.ultiple ta.rgets utdng "'he :;cqueneing tach-
nique described above. 
Tho periOr111a.nee data. obtained during the study were suhjuctcd to a 
S..::dCl;i of Ollilly:-;eu of vill'ianco to dotorrnillo whothol' the differences botwcen 
tho lllea.n til'l'le and error SCOl'CS could bo ucccptrJd as local 01' uttribntod to 
chanco. A i:3Ul'l'ln'lary 01 tho rosults of the~1J analyses 0.1'0 contained in Tablo 11. 
f'J ~ 
0 
H 
E--I 
H 
~ 
0 
l) 
~ 
...:l 
P; 
fQ 
A 
TABLE II 
Analysis of Di££er~llcus Botweoll Moan Tin,'los to lfind Single 
Tal'gnts and Percent Decrease ill ControlPerforluancc 
Matrix 
Hedge 
D.AD 
DISPI.lAY CONDITIONS 
Control M.atrix Hodge 
--
4' 
10/0 
16' ~:( 
Gritical Difference = 12' and 90/0 @ • 05 level. 
)!cP < . 05 
Dal'Jcd on the results of the analyses, it appeal's l"cnsonable to cOl'lchule that 
thul'u was n. real irnprovonlUllt in I:n):got dutucticm. Bp~ud with tiuy ullu uf Llw 
thruo PWI c.lisplilY:'; il'l;vcotigacud ,LS cOlupal'cu with thn.t obtainuu with n l:)irnplu 
auditory warl1ing alarlu. In. addition; advUl::Sc e:C!ucts on control pcrlol'l'nance 
were reduced by utnizing PWI displays to assist the pilot in searching for 
targets. Even though the Matrix Display produced the best overall performance 1 
it was not significantly better than the Hedge Display when employed to 
present information on single targets, i. e. 1 the apparent differences in the 
performance scores can be accounted for on the basis of chance. With 
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n1ult.ip:c targets " the difference in mean porformance was higher -' f~voring the 
Matrix Display, and statistically significant. As seen in the table, differences 
hetween n'wan scores for the Matrix Display and DAD" as wcll as for thc Hedge 
Db; play and DAD can be accepted as local at the 950/0 confidence level. Speed of 
detection and advcl'se effects on cont-rol performance were also signficantly 
higher with DAD as compared with the other two displa.ys. 
\ 
\ 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A ::;tud)r was cond',lcted under contt'olled laboratory conditions using a.n 
ah'cl"uit si.lnulator to assess the effectiveness of four types of displays for 
pl'esenting pilot warning iniornlation. Displays investigated were a simple 
auditory alarm) ti'~ Matrix Display" the Hedge Display" and DAD. Based 
on the results of the study) it appears appropriate to conclude thaI " isual sur-
veillance of outside airspace has a detrimental cff~~ct on control pel'lormance 
and that PWI displays can be successfully employed to aid pilots in detecting 
and locating aircraft. Simulator pilots wel'e able to detect'and locate both 
single and multiple targets with the greatest speed using the Matrix Display. 
Visually searching for targets with this display also pl;oduced an insignifi'" 
I 
cant reduction in control performance. There appears to be little) if any" 
diffel"enCe in detection speed between the Matrix and Hedge Dis"plays when 
u~'·ed to find single targets. The Matri.x Display) ho·~.~~:;ver J is si.gnificantly 
superior to the Hedge Display when multiple targets appear (two or three) 
simultaneously. 
By modifying a s ilnple auditory wal"ning alert to provide directional 
cues (DAD)" both speed of detection and adverse effects on control performance 
can be r~duced to a Significant degree. The operational utility of an auditory 
dis play does" therefore" appear feasible but further research is required to 
assess its capabilities for presenting inforlnation on multiple ta~gets. 
AU¢i.tory displays are not expected to be as effective as visual displays due 
to the fact that hearing is temporal and not a spatial sense as is the case 
with vision. Man IS ability to localize sound is ~lso relatively poor as com-
pared with hi~\ ability to localize visual stimuli. Despite thAse limitations" 
an auditory display does possess many advantages that should be considered 
in developing a cost effective system. Among these,are relatively low cost) 
high reliability, and simple maintenance requirements. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Even though this research effort has accompli;:,hed its stated objectives) 
there remains one question critical to the desi.gn of an operational PWI system. 
This question concerns how accuratel~r or with what degree of resolution 
must a pwr display direct the eye or indicate the actual location of an air-
cl'aft to ensure that the pilot will find it in sufficient tin1c to take evasive 
action, The answer to this question will influence the design of the display 
which" in turn" will also affect the design of the IR sensor and its related' 
s ys tern components. 
Dis play 'resolution should be no higher than that required by the pilot for 
effective localization of. aircraft i.n his immediate airspace. High resolution 
systems are costly and" therefore" should be avoided if they offer no signi-
ficant improvement i.n pilot performance. In the development of the present 
system) cost has been a major factor which cannot be ignored by human 
engineers in their pursuit of an effective display. 
Dis play resolution would be expected to affect pilot performance time in 
a non-linear fashion. It is hypothesized that detection time decreases as dis play 
resolution increases until an asymptote is l'eached as depicted in the follow-
ing graph. 
.... 
.,' 
14 
" 12 
~ 10 ~ 
E-I 
§ 8 
E-I 6 u 
~ 
E-i 4 ~ q 
2 
0 
o 5 10 '15 20 25 30 3.5 
DISPLA Y RESOLUTION 
F'igure 2. Relationship Between Display Resolution and 
Detection Time (hypothetical) 
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At the present ti.me, it is i.mpossible to specify the exact shape of this 
C curve with any degree of certitude" 1. e. , how detection ti.me relates to display 
resolution exprcs sed in SO.lTIe forIn of infol'maHon content. Of par ticular 
interest in this design ef£0rt is knowing where detection time begins to level 
off and is no longel' significantly reduced by increasing dis play resolution. With 
this knowledge, systenl resolution for both the display interface and the sensor 
can be specified based on more than Inere guesswork. For this reason, it is 
strongly recommended that further research be carried out under controlled 
laboratory conditions to investigate display resolution and its effect on detec-
tion time. The matrix display is ideally suited for research of this sort since 
the number of elements comprising the display can easily be increased or de-
creased in order to provide various degrees of display resolution. An auditory 
display such as DAD, of course" may be ernployed during the study but its 
resolution in the auditory dimension would be restricted by the ability of the 
pilots to localize sound. The pilot's ability to localize sound" however, md.Y 
exceed or compare favorably with the resolution reqUirements found to be 
optimum for a cost effective PWI System. 
In the actual aircraft environment, the pilot must use the PWI display 
while he is performing the tasks involving the control of his aircraft. In many 
instanc.cs his workload will be sufficiently high to approach the limits of his 
capacity for information processing. This is the primary reason why pilots 
cannot maintain adequate surveillance of their outside airspace unless given 
some type of assistance. It would be expected that actual detection time would 
be influenced significantly by the demands of his control task. Performance 
data on display resolution should, therefore, include the effects of the total 
work.load placed on the pilot. For this reason, the laboratory study should in-
clude an aircraft-type control task to load the pilot in a manner comparable to 
what h~ would experience in the operational environment. 
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